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BREAKING NEWS

P�zer Study suggests Covid-19 Vaccine to blame for huge increase
in Hepatitis among Children as UK Government launches Urgent
Investigation
BY THE EXPOSÉ ON APRIL 9,  2022 • ( 20 COMMENTS )

Listen Now

 

The UK Health Security Agency has announced that it has recently detected higher than usual rates of liver inflammation (hepatitis) among children,

but have ruled out the common viruses that cause hepatitis so have therefore launched an urgent investigation.
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The very first place they should be looking is at the experimental Pfizer Covid-19 injection that has outrageously and unncessarily been offered to

children as young as five. Why? Because Pfizer’s own study proves that the mRNA jab accumulates in the liver causing hepatitis.

Source
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Source

The UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA) has recently detected higher than usual rates of liver inflammation (https://www.gov.uk/government/news/increase-in-hepatitis-liver-

inflammation-cases-in-children-under-investigation) (hepatitis) in children. Similar cases are also being assessed in Scotland.

Hepatitis is a condition that affects the liver and may occur for a number of reasons, including several viral infections common in children. However, in the cases

under investigation the common viruses that cause hepatitis have not been detected.

Hepatitis symptoms include:

dark urine

pale, grey-coloured poo

itchy skin

yellowing of the eyes and skin (jaundice)

muscle and joint pain

a high temperature

feeling and being sick

feeling unusually tired all the time

loss of appetite

tummy pain

UKHSA is allegedly working swiftly with the NHS (https://www.gov.uk/government/news/increase-in-hepatitis-liver-inflammation-cases-in-children-under-investigation) and public health

colleagues across the UK to investigate the potential cause. But it would appear they need not look any further than the experimental Pfizer Covid-19 injection

they have outrageously been giving to children. Because Pfizer’s own study confirms the mRNA jab accumulates in the liver causing hepatitis.

It was assumed that the Covid-19 vaccine’s spike protein would remain at the injection site and last up to several weeks like other proteins produced in the body.

But as we all know assumptions make an ass out of u and me, and Pfizer’s own study shows this is not the case and that spike proteins circulate in the body

following mRNA Covid-19 vaccination, and the highest concentration ends up in the liver.

“The greatest mean concentration outside the injection site was observed in the liver, with values of

27.916 μg equiv lipid/g (equivalent to 21.5 % dose) in males and 30.411 μg equiv lipid/g (equivalent

to 18.4 % dose) in females”
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Source – Page 23

The Japanese regulatory agency’s bio-distribution study of the Pfizer vaccine shows that the contents of the Covid-19 injection travels from the injection site,

through the bloodstream, and ends up in various organs such as the liver, spleen, adrenal glands, and ovaries for at least 48 hours after injection.

Source – Page 23

In animals that received the BNT162b2 injection, reversible hepatic effects were observed, including enlarged liver, vacuolation, increased gamma-glutamyl

transferase (γGT) levels, and increased levels of aspartate transaminase (AST) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) [source (https://www.mdpi.com/1467-

3045/44/3/73/htm#B26-cimb-44-00073)].
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According to the researchers’ transient hepatic effects induced by LNP delivery systems have been reported previously [sources 1 (https://www.mdpi.com/1467-

3045/44/3/73/htm#B27-cimb-44-00073),2 (https://www.mdpi.com/1467-3045/44/3/73/htm#B28-cimb-44-00073),3 (https://www.mdpi.com/1467-3045/44/3/73/htm#B29-cimb-44-00073),4

(https://www.mdpi.com/1467-3045/44/3/73/htm#B30-cimb-44-00073)]

Source – Page 49

This was the driver for Aldén, et al from the Department of Clinical Sciences, Lund University, to examine the effect of BNT162b2 on a human liver cell line in

vitro and investigate if BNT162b2 can be reverse transcribed into DNA through endogenous mechanisms. They published their paper in Current Issues of

Molecular Biology (https://www.mdpi.com/1467-3045/44/3/73).
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Source

The authors of the paper found that when the mRNA Pfizer vaccine enters the human liver cells, it triggers the cell’s DNA which is inside the nucleus, to increase

the production of the LINE-1 gene expression to make mRNA.

The mRNA then leaves the nucleus and enters the cell’s cytoplasm, where it translates into LINE-1 protein. A segment of the protein called the open reading

frame-1, or ORF-1, then goes back into the nucleus, where it attaches to the vaccine’s mRNA and reverse transcribes into spike DNA.

Through conducting the study they also found spike proteins expressed on the surface of the liver cells that researchers say may be targeted by the immune

system and possibly cause autoimmune hepatitis, as “there [have] been case reports on individuals who developed autoimmune hepatitis after BNT162b2

vaccination.”

The authors were referring to the first reported case (https://www.journal-of-hepatology.eu/article/S0168-8278(21)00237-3/fulltext) of a healthy 35-year-old female who

developed autoimmune hepatitis a week after her first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. This led to a study being conducted (https://www.journal-of-

hepatology.eu/article/S0168-8278(21)00237-3/fulltext) in which the authors concluded there is a possibility that “spike-directed antibodies induced by vaccination may also

trigger autoimmune conditions in predisposed individuals”.
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(A) Low-magnification (40x) shows pan-lobular hepatitis (black arrows: portal inflammation and yellow arrows: lobular

inflammation).

The researchers Bril et al (2021) found that  “severe cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection are characterised by an auto-inflammatory dysregulation that contributes to

tissue damage,” which the virus’s spike protein appears to be responsible for. They also reported that histology revealed the presence of eosinophils, which are

more commonly seen with drug or toxin-induced liver injury, although can also be found in cases of autoimmune hepatitis.
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They argued that “It is also possible that we could be in the presence of a vaccine-related drug-induced liver injury with features of autoimmune hepatitis [….]

symptoms developed 6 days after vaccination, which instinctively appears as a short period of time. However, latency periods after vaccination of just days have

been observed in prior reports”.

We wonder if Chris Whitty will be able to sleep at night once the UKHSA proves the Covid-19 injection is to blame for this sudden increase in hepatitis among

children? Afterall, not a single child would have been given the Covid-19 injection if it were not for the Chief Medical Officer for England overruling the Joint

Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation which had previously concluded the benefits do not outweigh the risks.
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Paul Watson

 2 days ago

It’s a real mystery.

By this time next year the world will look a different place.

Come near me or my kids with those jabs and it won’t be pretty…

11 Reply

MaryMeek

 Reply to   1 day ago

★Makes $340 to $680 per day online work and I received $45894 in one month online acting

from home. I am a daily student and work simply one to a pair of hours in my spare time.

Everybody will do that job and online ask extra cash by simply open this link HERE↠↠↠☛☛☛
http://Www.WorkSite24.Com (http://Www.WorkSite24.Com)

 Last edited 1 day ago by MaryMeek

-1 Reply

kanov

 Reply to   16 hours ago

I make more then $12,000 a month online. It’s enough to comfortably replace my old jobs

income, especially considering I only work about 11 to 12 hours a week from home. I was
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amazed how easy it was after I tried it…GOOD LUCK.. https://www.makemeboost.com

(https://www.makemeboost.com)

 Last edited 16 hours ago by kanov
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Pfizer Study suggests Covid-19 Vaccine to blame for huge increase in Hepatitis among Children
as UK Government launches Urgent Investigation – The Expose - Nota Akhir Zaman

 2 days ago

[…] Source link […]

0 Reply

rachelPB

 2 days ago

Recently it has been found that vaccinated people are producing spike proteins even after more

than 1 year. Spike proteins are found in lymph nodes of vaccinated people that has died. These

spike proteins are causing blood clotting. Because every cell dna is changed by messenger rna

vaccine, spike proteins will always be produced in every cell of the body. I don’t want to scare

any vaccinated friends here but the blood clotting risk is continuous. You need to detox yourself

and boost your immune system in order to fight with these unnatural proteins. Ivermectin blocks

ACE2 receptors to bind with spike proteins and helps to detox your body.

Get it before it is too late https://www.livingnatural.net (https://www.livingnatural.net)

 Last edited 2 days ago by rachelPB
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John

 Reply to   21 hours ago

The prices quoted on that site are 60 times the production cost of Ivermectin. That is profiteering at

the expense of people’s health.
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Pfizer hired at least 1,800 people to process overwhelming number of Adverse Event Reports to
its Covid-19 Vaccine – The Expose - Nota Akhir Zaman
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 1 day ago

I make up to $90 an hour working from my home. My story is that I quit working at

Walmart to work online and with a little effort I easily bring in around $40h to $86h…

Someone was good to me by sharing this link with me, so now i am hoping i could help

someone else out there by sharing this link… Try it, you won’t regret it.

🙂 AND GOOD LUCK.:)

HERE====)> http://Www.Homzjob.Com (http://Www.Homzjob.Com)

 Last edited 1 day ago by fotidof
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Pfizer Study Suggests Covid-19 Vaccine To Blame For Huge Increase In Hepatitis Among
Children As UK Government Launches Urgent Investigation - Dave Levine Online
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[…] By The Expose […]
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10 Apr 2022 | New Covenant Network News

 1 day ago

[…] Pfizer Study suggests Covid-19 Vaccine to blame for huge increase in Hepatitis among

Children as UK … The UK Health Security Agency has announced that it has recently detected

higher than usual rates of liver inflammation (hepatitis) among children, but have ruled out the

common viruses that cause hepatitis so have therefore launched an urgent investigation. […]
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 23 hours ago

A friend of my brother is now on the liver transplant list, and blames the booster which is when

she became unwell. She had no prior liver disease.
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Whitty’s religion is damaging children.
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EttaYoung
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★Makes $340 to $680 per day online work and I received $45894 in one month online

acting from home. I am a daily student and work simply one to a pair of hours in my

spare time. Everybody will do that job and online ask extra cash by simply open this link

HERE↠↠↠☛☛☛ http://Www.WorkSite24.Com (http://Www.WorkSite24.Com)
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